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do not fall upon the way of at once extending their trade, and

adding to its philosophy, by putting some of their most bril

liant things where nature puts the nut-kernel,- inside. I

shall advert to but one other recollection of this period. I

have a dream-like memory of abusy time, when men with gold
lace on their breasts, and at least one gentleman with golden

epaulets on his shoulders, used to call at my father's house,

and fill my newly-acquired pockets with coppers; and how

they wanted, it is said, to bring my father along with them,

to help them to sail their great vessel; but he preferred re

maining, it was added, with his own little one. A ship of

war, under the guidance of an unskilful pilot, had run aground
on a shallow flat on the opposite side of the Frith, known as

the Inches ; and as the flood of a stream-tide was at its height
at the time, and straightway began to fall oft; it was found,

after lightening her of her guns and the greater part of her

stores, that she still stuck fast. My father, whose sloop had

been pressed into the service, and was loaded to the gun
wale with the ordnance, had betrayed an unexpected knowl

edge of the points of a large war vessel; and the command

er, entering into conversation with him, was so impressed by
his skill, that he placed his ship under his charge, and had his

confidence repaid by seeing her hauled off into-deep water in

a single tide. Knowing the nature of the bottorn,-a soft

a.renaccous mud, which, if boat for some time by the foot or

hand, resolved itself into a sort of quicksand, half sludge, half

water, which, when covered by a competent depth of sea,

could offer no effectual resistance to a ship's keel,-the master

had set half the crew to run in a body from side to side, till,

by the motion generated in this way, the portion of the bank

mmcdiatcly beneath was beaten soft; and then the other

moiety of the men, tugging hard on kedge and haulser, drew

the vessel off a few feet at a time, till at length, after not a

few repetitions of the process, she floated free. Of course, on

a harder bottom the experiment would not have availed; but

so struck was the commander by its efficacy and originality,
and by the extent of the master's professional resources, that
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